
The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 4867-“Huh?” James was startled.

He cast the Blithe Omniscience and left the Tribulation World. The next moment, he appeared in a
bizarre intersection of darkness and light. From a distance, James saw a massive city in the sky that
looked incredibly majestic. However, Tribulation Clouds that contained potent force hovered above the
city.

James observed the grand city. There were a few words carved on the city wall-Tribulation City.

He walked closer and immediately sensed a terrifying force coming from the city.

“Who’s there?” An oppressive voice resounded, and then a man with tattered black armor appeared.

James could not see the man’s appearance clearly as his scattered hair covered his face.

The man was surprised to see James. He moved the hair covering his face and revealed his appearance.
He had tan skin and a thick beard.

“It’s you?” The man recognized James.

James was also shocked to see the person in front of him. The man exuded a powerful aura that greatly
surpassed the Ancestral God Rank.

When they rst met, the man claimed he appeared in the

Tribulation World while going through his Ancestral God Tribulation.

“You…” James looked at him perplexedly.

‘You’re already in the Caelum Boundless Rank? Impressive. You improved rather fast.”

The man approached James, pulled him, and said, “Let’s talk inside the city.”

He led James into the city. Although the city was massive, there was not a single soul around apart from
them. James could sense that the city was a formation. Everything within the city was part of the
formation.

The formation was profound and complicated. Even James was unable to comprehend it.

After arriving in the backyard of a manor, the man waved his hand to summon a table and some chairs.
Then, he motioned to James to sit down.

James sat down, looked at the man, confused, and asked,” What kind of place is this?”

The man replied smilingly, “Isn’t it engraved on the city wall? It’s called Tribulation City.”

“Tribulation City?” Puzzled, James inquired further, “What is this space?”

The man stared at James and immediately saw James’ life experiences.

“Now that you’ve already unlocked the Boundless Pagoda’s sixth form and learned about the
Extraterrestrial Demons as well as what lurks beyond the In nity City’s formation, there’s no need for
me to hide the truth from you. Come with me.”

The man suddenly disappeared.

James followed after him to the back of the city and climbed onto the city wall.
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